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	Reference Number: PWI25458
	Check Box1: Off
	Check Box2: Off
	Proposed Doc: SANS 626-2:20XX/ ISO 1213-2:2016   Solid mineral fuels — Vocabulary — Part 2: Terms relating to sampling, testing and analysis (2016) 
	Proposed Summary: To remove normative reference standards (ISO 656 and ISO 3310), to update definitions: Abrasion index, accuracy ,bias, bias of scale (just to mention few), inclusion of new terms: abrasion value,  adiabatic calorimeter, air-drying,  as received basis/sampled basis, bulk sample, caking of coal, caking index, calorific value net,  calorific value gross, coke reactivity index,  coke strength after reaction,   dial divisions per minute,  final fluidity temperature,   float sink analysis,   froth flotation laboratory test                                                                                                                
	Check Box3: Off
	Check Box4: Off
	Give full details: 
	Issue to be adressed: Clear definitions of terms relating to sampling, preparation and analysis will ease the process of coal trade and compliance to legal contractual requirements, thereby generating income and easing economic growth. For coal trade, compliance to clearly defined specifications prevents discrepancies and ambiguity that will prevent legal battles and fraudulent practices. When trading coal, if definitions of terms relating to sampling, preparation and analysis is not clear or is ambiguous, it may result in legal battles and fraudulent practices.
	How urgent is your application: Medium urgency: Standard has been revised and published internationally and RSA should adopt and implement the same standard to be in sync with the rest of the world
	Indicate which area: MINING
	additional info: 


